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I. Introduction.  

The great advances in information and communications technology have an unprecedented impact 
on our society: a considerable percentage of our life and activities has come to depend heavily on 
information infrastructure. This dependence is very much apparent in both the public and private 
sectors. Vital factors of public life such as air, road, and railway traffic control, the dissemination of 
energy like electricity or gas, telecommunication systems like wire and mobile telephony, police or 
fire dispatch centres, hospitals, government offices and systems controlling key sectors such as 
national defence, and many more public services are now organised and controlled through the use 
of computers and networked systems. The situation is not much different in the private sector, 
computers and the internet are highly involved in the way we work, communicate, buy or sell 
products, run businesses, control or invest money, educate or entertain ourselves. Banks, stock 
markets, and other monetary institutions that transfer or handle vast amounts of money base their 
operation entirely on computer systems.  

This great dependence on information technology has created a new form of vulnerability for 
society, public or private life can be highly disturbed by those who are able to manipulate 
information technology for illegal purposes. Besides, information technology is widely available and 
approachable in terms of price for anyone who wants to use it, at least in the developed world. 
Computers are not inherently good or bad, so they can be either used for moral and legitimate 
purposes, or manipulated by criminals to pursue their immoral and illegitimate ambitions. The latter 
has given rise to a new form of criminal behaviour, computer crime, a term comprising all the 
possible cases where a computer or a network can play a role in a criminal case.  

Terrorists constitute one of the criminal groups that are expected to take advantage of information 
technology, either as a means of enhancing their traditional activity or as a new attractive target 
against which to launch their attacks. Cyber-terrorism is a recently adopted term used to describe the 
convergence of cyberspace, the virtual world where computer programs function and data moves, 
with traditional terrorism[1]. It is a relatively new phenomenon, one of the lot that have emerged in 
the above described context of dependence on information technology. Notwithstanding its great 
relevance with computer crime, cyber-terrorism constitutes an indispensable phenomenon worthy of 
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being analysed on its own. Traditional terrorism has always been a major issue for governments due 
to its nature, greatly distinct from traditional delinquency, that calls for a separate action. It is a 
phenomenon with purely ideological dimensions, usually political or religious, that operates by 
inflicting fear to people and coercing decision-making. Likewise, cyber-terrorism has a different 
nature and characteristics from the average computer related criminal behaviour. Governments tend 
to increase their power when they "label" criminals as terrorists and citizens seem willing to accept 
more abuses of power when a counter-terrorist campaign is in progress[2]. That is why it is 
important to define cyber-terrorism and have a clear idea of its nature and potential.  

The purpose of this paper is to examine and analyse the use of information technology by terrorists, 
determine what does and what does not constitute cyber-terrorism and the real threat it poses for 
society, in order to decide whether there is a need for special governmental action targeting in 
combating it.  

II. Traditional terrorism and the use of information technology.  

a. An overview of traditional terrorism  

Even though terrorism is a phenomenon with a long history[3], there is still a controversy on the 
definition of the term[4]. Traditional terrorism is a complex phenomenon, it can be roughly 
described as an act or aggregation of premeditated acts involving criminal violence, intending to 
intimidate civilian population and coerce governmental decision-making, or, generally, to express 
disagreement for governmental policies and actions. The basic characteristic of terrorism is the use 
or threat of violence against persons or property aiming to cause enough harm to attract attention, 
generate fear, and affect decision-making. Unlike conventional crime, it has its roots on strong 
ideology, it is basically an effort designed to impose it by illegal and violent means. The most 
popular ideologies that inspire contemporary terrorist groups are anarchism, far-left communism, 
neofascism and neonazism, nationalism or national separatism, and religion[5]. This catalogue is not 
exhaustive, there are other less-strong ideologies whose supporters resort to unconventional ways of 
defending and imposing them, like for example animal protection, but their intention is rather to 
intimidate and attract attention than to cause serious damage to property and even more to people. It 
is anyway debatable whether such groups qualify as terrorist, the decision rather depends on how far 
they go in using violence and distracting normal life.  

It is also important to underline a few other points. One of the enduring axioms of terrorism is that it 
is designed to generate publicity and attract attention to the terrorists and their cause, media publicity 
is indispensable for an attack to be successful and attain its scope. Furthermore, attacks are always 
premeditated and carefully planned. Terrorists' tactics and targets, as well as the weapons they favour 
are unavoidably shaped by the group's ideology, its internal organisational dynamics and some times 
influenced by the personalities of its key members[6]. Terrorists act either nationally or 
internationally, especially after the development of telecommunication and transportation. There are 
terrorist groups who act only within their national borders, in a sense that they launch their attacks 
either against national targets or against foreign targets but in their national territory[7]. There are 
also others who launch their attacks outside their base, aiming either to hit an external enemy or to 
influence international politics or diplomatic relationships. Aeroplane hijacking and bomb attacks are 
the most usual examples of overseas terrorist action. Overseas action may be designated on a certain 
area, like the IRA[8] whose attacks target the United Kingdom, or on a certain country's nationals, 
like most Middle East terrorist groups who target mainly USA or Israeli nationals irrespective of the 
territory. Of course not all terrorist groups follow a certain pattern, but they all usually have 
discernible preferences that characterise their action.  

b. The use of information technology.  

Information technology, as already said, can be useful for terrorist groups in two ways: first of all, 
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computers and the internet can be used as a useful tool to enhance traditional activity and second, 
information infrastructure can constitute a new attractive target for terrorist actions. It has to be 
pointed out that although these are two separate issues, they have a strong interdependence. The fact 
that terrorists may use information technology as a useful tool does not automatically mean that 
information infrastructure will constitute their next target, extended use and familiarisation with 
technology, however, is a necessary step before deciding to turn against such targets. As they learn 
to use information technology for decision-making and other organisational purposes, they will be 
more likely to use it as an offensive weapon to destroy or disrupt[9].  

The internet can be used by terrorists in various ways. First of all, it is very useful as a 
communication medium; electronic mail has become one of the quickest, cheapest and most 
effective ways of contacting between any part of the world. Furthermore, technology allows 
anonymous and secure communications and quick transfer of data, so terrorists can use the internet, 
at least theoretically, to exchange useful information on possible targets, like maps or instructions, 
and co-ordinate their action overcoming the obstacle of crossing national borders. Apart from that, 
internet is also an area where general information for potential targets or weapons are scattered[10], 
it can be a useful resource on its own. Terrorist groups themselves can maintain webpages to 
"advertise" their ideology, disseminate propaganda and recruit supporters. It is the first time that they 
can easily reach the public directly and make their existence known in an international scale[11]. 
Terrorists are also said to use the internet to obtain funds, like several groups of Latin America and 
the Middle East[12]. Generally, computers can be as useful for terrorists as they are for law abiding 
individuals as storage media or as multipurpose "machines". According to reporters who visited 
Osama bin Laden's headquarters, the group possesses computers, communications equipment and a 
large number of disks for data storage. Hamas is another major group that uses advanced information 
technology[13]. These groups are also said to use strong encryption for secure communications and 
exchange of vital information[14].  

The second way in which information technology can be useful for terrorists is by constituting their 
target. The growing dependence of our societies on information technology means that well 
organised attacks to vital networks can cause incalculable damage to public or private organisations
[15], and, depending on how crucial is the system, entail serious injure or damage and inflict fear to 
civilian population. It is true that dependence on information technology creates a new form of 
vulnerability that did not exist before and it gives terrorists the chance to approach targets that would 
otherwise only be a wild dream, like the manipulation of a national defence system or an air traffic 
control system. It is however interesting to note that this vulnerability is not the same for every 
country, but it is analogous to technological development. The more technologically developed a 
country is, the more vulnerable it becomes to attacks against its infrastructure[16]. United States, 
even though extremely powerful, becomes the most vulnerable country in information technology 
attacks. The number of computers now installed in the US is estimated nearly 180 million, at least 
five times as many as in Japan, seven times as many as in Germany, and nearly twice as many as in 
all Europe combined. US computers account for 42 percent of the world's computing power, while 
China's represent 1 percent and Russia's 8 percent. Furthermore, even though the internet now 
expands across the globe, roughly 60 percent of its assets are concentrated in the US[17]. As for 
developing countries and the third world, information technology is gradually becoming all the more 
important, but not yet in a degree of dependence. So the problem has a different perspective there.  

There are reasons to believe that terrorist groups have the ability and the means to make extended 
use of technology, either as a tool or as a target. As stated above, one of the most essential features 
of terrorism is its strong dependence on ideology; motivation is usually strong political or religious 
beliefs. This entails two things: membership in terrorist groups can be, first of all, independent of 
social or economic status, and, secondly, irrelevant to educational or intellectual background and 
potential. It is very likely that terrorist groups will make increasing use of information technology 
given the fact that some of their members are usually well-educated individuals comfortable with the 
use of technology. Additionally, they have ensured financial recourses, which means they have the 
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means to acquire technology and "employ", if necessary, the appropriate people to use it. The use is 
likely to rise as terrorist groups recruit younger members that are more familiar with technology. 
Furthermore, they are known to keep track of technological developments because the success of 
their actions partly depends on their ability to keep one step ahead of the authorities and of counter-
terrorist technology. Probably they would use any means available to enhance their activity.  

But the transition from traditional terrorism to the use of information technology, at least as a lethal 
weapon, is also dependent on two other factors[18]. First, they must understand and trust the use of 
the weapon. Terrorists seem to trust more easily weapons that they've built themselves or that at least 
have been tried by others, they usually do not seem very willing to experiment. They have to be sure 
that it will work. Most of the known terrorist groups seem to have certain preferences on the 
weapons they use and seem to follow a pattern on the attacks they launch. Second, it is also a matter 
of mentality; terrorists have to feel that a weapon is right for them before they use it, that it suits their 
ideology. A considerable number of terrorist groups seem to still like the feel of physical weapons. 
These are not, of course, the only decisive factors for the use of information technology and they 
certainly have nothing to do with using technology as a helpful tool for everyday activities. It is, 
however, important to keep in mind the special characteristics that differentiate terrorism from 
traditional crime.  

An overall assessment would suggest that terrorists are technologically innovative but with certain 
limits. Although radical in their politics, the vast majority of terrorist organisations appear to be 
conservative in their operations. For example, while they were more active and considerably more 
lethal during the 80's compared to the 70's, the weapons they chose and the tactics they employed 
remained remarkably consistent[19]. It is not surprising that bombing is one of their favourites: it 
provides a dramatic, yet fairly easy and often risk-free means of drawing attention to the terrorists 
and their causes, few skills are required to manufacture a crude bomb, surreptitiously plant it, and be 
miles away when it explodes[20]. Consequently, although it is almost certain that terrorists will 
make extended use of information technology as a tool, it is still debatable if they will use it as a 
weapon aiming at information infrastructure as a new target.  

The fact that information technology is widely available and is indeed being used by terrorists 
initially suggests that there is a call for special governmental action, aiming to eliminate the risks 
stemming from terrorists taking full advantage of it and enhancing their activity. But that is the exact 
point where one should be careful. Terrorism has traditionally provoked such intense concerns that 
there has always been a temptation to be careless in choosing the weapons to fight it. The fear that it 
inflicts can and has in the past been manipulated by politicians to pass questionable legislation, 
undermining individual rights and liberties, that otherwise wouldn't stand a chance of being accepted 
by the public[21]. More government secrecy, more police powers to detain people at will, less 
governmental accountability, less freedom and less privacy are not novel responses to terrorism[22]. 
It is important to assess the real threat posed by terrorist groups using information technology, 
keeping in mind that cyber-terrorism is not a term encompassing any use of information technology 
by terrorists. Governmental action against it could easily go beyond acceptable limits.  

III. The phenomenon of cyber-terrorism  

a. What is and what is not cyber-terrorism.  

Even though terrorists seem to become more and more familiar with computers and the internet, it is 
important to clear out that not any malicious use of information technology constitutes cyber-
terrorism. Cyber-terrorism is quite a new term, used to describe the convergence of terrorism and 
cyberspace. It is generally understood to mean attacks and threats of attack against computers, 
networks and the information stored therein, when done to intimidate or coerce a government or 
people in furtherance of political or social objectives[23]. However, to qualify as cyber-terrorism, an 
attack should result in violence against persons or property, or at least cause enough harm to 
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generate fear. Attacks that disrupt nonessential services or are mainly a costly nuisance would not 
constitute cyber-terrorism. For example, accessing remotely an air or road traffic control system and 
causing an accident resulting in loss of life or at least serious damage and spread of panic would 
constitute cyber-terrorism, while unauthorised penetration in a system aiming to distract information 
or simply disturb its users would not.  

As there is not yet a clear idea on what exactly constitutes cyber-terrorism, there is a usual 
misunderstanding. The term is considered by many to cover many cases of computer and internet 
abuse, like hacking or the dissemination of computer viruses, and generally almost any incident of an 
on-line based attack whose only result is nuisance and, some times, economic loss[24]. It should be 
clarified, however, that the usual scope of these attacks is more for the perpetrators to test their 
abilities and prove to themselves and their targets that they can do it than to cause damage and inflict 
fear in furtherance of an ideology. There have been incidents, of course, that such techniques have 
been indeed used by terrorists but none of them has yet resulted in great damage, apart from 
financial. There is a new form of "disturbing" behaviour resulting from the wide abuse of 
information technology, but it should not be confused with cyber-terrorism. The criteria for an attack 
to qualify as cyber-terrorism, apart from the use of information technology, are also the identity of 
the persons who launch it, the scope for which they do it and the result. It would be quite 
authoritative to consider all these bothersome attacks as cyber-terrorism, because this would 
automatically vest them with all the special features that the term entails, and that is certainly not the 
case.  

Cyber-terrorism should also be differentiated from the so-called "information warfare", the 
manipulation of computers and networks in the context of a war conflict between countries.[25] The 
latter is rather an offensive and defensive function of states, while the former is an intimidating 
tactics of non-state factors fighting for an ideology. These two may resort to the same techniques, for 
example the distortion of an electricity network, but still this does not make them the same 
phenomenon.  

Cyber-terrorism should also be distinguished from "hacktivism", the term used to describe the 
convergence of hacking and activism. This term covers operations that use hacking techniques to 
disrupt normal function of systems, without causing serious damage, aiming at the dissemination of 
propaganda and expression of political opinions. Terrorists may resort to such actions in an effort to 
reach public opinion and make their ideas and beliefs widely known, or simply to annoy their 
opponents and make their existence known. That use of information technology works in the same 
context as using the internet to collect information about targets or to communicate and co-ordinate 
action with fellow conspirators or recruit supporters. Neither constitutes a complete terrorist action to 
qualify as cyber-terrorism. They are only an indication that, like with any other advance in 
technology, information technology is simply used to further unlawful purposes[26].  

Cyber-terrorism then is neither a term encompassing all actual and possible uses of information 
technology by terrorists, nor any disturbing abuse of computers and the internet. It is the 
premeditated, ideologically motivated attack against information, computer systems, computer 
programs, and data which result in violence and serious damage against non-combatant targets, 
perpetrated by persons acting in the name of an ideology with the intention to spread fear and impose 
their existence to the public. The pure form of cyber-terrorism is the use of high technology tools 
against high technology targets[27].  

b. Assessing the threat posed by cyber-terrorism and the general use of information technology 
by terrorists.  

Assessing the threat posed to society from pure cyber-terrorism on one hand and the general use of 
information technology by terrorist groups on the other are two separate issues. Both are, however, 
essential to examine. Deciding whether there is a need for special action will not only depend on the 
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nature of the threat posed by pure cyber-terrorism but also on whether there is an unprecedented 
boost of terrorist action resulting from the use of information technology.  

As for the first level of assessment, attacking vital information infrastructure could be very attractive 
for terrorists for several reasons. First of all, given the potential provided by computers and the 
internet, cyber-attacks to vital systems can be conducted remotely, anonymously and fairly cheaply, 
without requiring the handling of explosives or a suicide mission, which is usually a suspending 
factor when planning an attack. The dependence on information infrastructure gives an 
unprecedented opportunity for terrorists to aim at targets that would otherwise be extremely difficult 
to handle, and certainly impossible to be remotely disturbed, like air or road traffic control systems 
or energy distribution networks. Additionally, a successful attack resulting in enough damage to 
generate fear is certain to gain extended media coverage, which is a major priority for terrorist 
actions as it promotes public intimidation. Even though most hacking attacks are kept secret from the 
public to avoid spread of panic and loss of confidence on the compromised systems, a successful 
cyber-terrorist attack could not be easily kept away from publicity. Finally, information technology 
can work as a force multiplier because it allows attacking even the most crucial systems, for example 
defence and military networks that are certainly very attractive targets for terrorists but were almost 
impossible to influence before[28]. A survey conducted by the National Security Agency in 1997 
revealed that the military operational systems in the US are vulnerable to unwanted intruders, that 
some times even go unnoticed. It has been estimated that defence systems in the US are being 
attacked by unauthorised intruders more than 250.000 times a year. Although no damage has yet 
been caused by these intrusions, at least not one that reached the public, the number is big enough to 
reveal vulnerability.  

However, still theoretically speaking, there are also drawbacks for terrorists in exploiting 
information infrastructure. Even though vulnerable, systems are usually complex. This means that it 
might be difficult to control an attack and achieve a desirable level of damage or harm. Unless 
people are injured, there is less emotional appeal and a terrorist attack is less successful. Apart from 
that, it is probable that terrorists could be disinclined to try new methods and use new tools, unless 
they consider their old ones inadequate. As already said, terrorists need to be comfortable with a 
weapon before they use it and they have to feel that it suits them. Cyber-attacks entail remote 
handling which gives a feeling of insecurity and a difficulty in checking the actual result. Generally, 
terrorists do not have the tendency to experiment with anything available if they are not absolutely 
sure it will have the awaited result. Finally, we should not underestimate the human factor. Vital 
systems may depend on information technology, but there is still enough human control to prevent 
malfunction and cope with emergent and unexpected incidents[29].  

Moving towards the second level of assessment, that is evaluating the actual use of information 
technology as a helpful tool by terrorists, one can draw an initial assumption. We have already seen 
that terrorist groups are indeed using information technology, but the situation is not much different 
than with the use of other forms of technology. It is utopian to believe that terrorists or any other 
criminals will not use the technological advances to further their ends. It is, however, very difficult 
to decide whether there is a direct connection between the use of information technology and the 
reinforcement of terrorist groups, at least in a level that would call for extended governmental action 
to eliminate it. In 1870 Nobel's invention of dynamite gave a new powerful weapon to terrorists, yet 
nobody has blamed Nobel for the rise of modern terrorism, nor has considered it essential to track 
any use of dynamite[30]. Terrorists have always used the means developed by states for legitimate 
purposes, this is unavoidable.  

Last but certainly not least, apart from arguing on a theoretical level, we should also focus on 
available data. As for the general use of information technology by terrorists, it has already been said 
that terrorists do use information technology as a communications medium, as a means to recruit 
supporters, collect information, disseminate propaganda and raise funds to support their activity. 
However, it is difficult to collect absolutely reliable and realistic data. Terrorist groups tend to act 
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extremely cautiously, so it is highly unlikely that they will use technology, such as e-mail for 
example, in an identifiable manner. Furthermore, we still do not know the level of their ability to use 
information technology. It is highly probable that even if a successful attack to a vital system not 
aiming to cause great damage but only to warn for future actions, as for example a military defence 
system, had already happened, it would preferably have been kept secret so as to avoid 
embarrassment and loss of trust.  

As for pure cyber-terrorist attacks, up to present there have been few, if any, computer network 
attacks that meet the criteria for cyber-terrorism. Most of the attacks that can be attributed to terrorist 
groups were launched merely to annoy or intimidate their targets, no great damages have occurred 
and no lives have been lost. In 1998, ethnic Tamil guerrillas swamped Sri-Lankan embassies with e-
mail bombing. This incident, although characterised by US intelligence authorities as the first cyber-
terrorist attack, did not result in any big damage. Since then, such techniques have been used during 
the Kossovo conflict in 1999, and they are a usual incident between parties in many conflicts around 
the world, such as Israel and Palestine, China and Taiwan, India and Pakistan[31]. These incidents, 
however, although usually perpetrated by small groups that could be characterised as terrorist, are 
more a phenomenon of cyber-war than pure cyber-terrorist attacks. A research conducted last year 
revealed that 90% of all intrusive activity on the internet is perpetrated by amateurs, 9.9% by 
professional hackers or corporate spies and only 0.1% by world-class cyber-criminals[32]. Another 
report[33] conducted last year, availing the changing threat of international terrorism, concluded that 
although the terrorist's toolbox has changed with the advent of the information age, the objectives of 
the world's terrorist organisations remain the same. The report stated that terrorist are adopting 
information technology as an indispensable command-and-control tool, but there is still no indication 
of whether information infrastructure will constitute their new target[34].  

It is difficult to assess potential harm because we do not know how vital systems would react and we 
cannot foresee all ossible forms of attack. Whatever the measures taken, a risk still remains. 
Terrorists will always be a little ahead of counter-terrorism technology curve, because they spot 
vulnerabilities and launch their attacks, always well organised and planned, against them[35].  

IV. Conclusions - Is there a need for governmental action?  

The preceded analysis has shown that, although terrorists seem to be taking full advantage of 
information technology as a useful tool, there is no clear picture as to whether information 
infrastructure will constitute a new target. To date there are no incidents of pure cyber-terrorist 
attacks. That does not mean, of course, that no measures should be taken by governments. It is 
preferable to prevent such attacks than confront them when they actually happen.  

However, clearing up the picture of what is and what is not cyber-terrorism and the actual threat it 
poses is important because it will be a decisive factor when choosing the weapons to fight it. The bad 
reputation of terrorism can be easily used as an excuse for extended intervention in the newly formed 
cyberspace. The fear intimidated to people by scenarios of potential harm can be manipulated to 
impose measures that otherwise would not be publicly accepted. For example, the fact that terrorists 
can use encryption to communicate is not a reason to abolish private communications per se. 
Information technology is as helpful for terrorists as it is for law abiding citizens, reaction to its 
malicious use should respect the assumptions of privacy and freedom that people legitimately expect. 

The facts indicate that fear of cyber-terrorism is, at present, greater than the actual threat posed to 
society. In order to alleviate this fear and eliminate the possibilities of an actual cyber-terrorism 
attack governments should focus on security, and the key is clever security. By clever security is 
meant realising the importance of human factor. Instead of legalising methods of on-line 
investigation that considerably undermine privacy and other basic freedoms, governments should 
make sure that there is enough human control in all vital systems so as to prevent misuse by intruders 
with terrorist intentions. Prevention and not prosecution of cyber-terrorism should be the target.  
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